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OPEN MINUTES
9:30 a.m. - THURSDAY, JUNE 24, 2021
TELECONFERENCE MEETING
The Sarnia Police Services Board met in an Open Teleconference
Meeting.
Mayor Mike Bradley took the Chair and the following Members of
the Board were present: J. Rogers, Councillor D. Boushy, P. Wiersma
and S. Hosni
Present from staff were: Chief Norm Hansen, Deputy Chief Owen
Lockhart, Mr. David Logan, Acting Board Legal Advisor, Cathy Dam,
Director of Financial Services, and Joan Knight as Board Secretary.
MOMENT OF SILENCE
Chair Mayor Bradley asked that a Moment of Silence be given to
acknowledge the lives of children who never came home from
Residential Schools in Canada.
TRADITIONAL TERRITORY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We, the Sarnia Police Services Board acknowledge the traditional
territory of the council of the three fires; Potawatomi, Chippewa, and
Odawa people, that being Aamjiwnaang (Sarnia 1st Nation),
Bkejwanong (Walpole Island 1st Nation), Kikonaang (Kettle Point 1st
Nation), Aashoodenaa (Stoney Point 1st Nation)
DISCLOSURE OF PECUNIARY INTEREST AND THE GENERAL
NATURE THEREOF
There were no disclosures of pecuniary interest.
MINUTES
Moved by Board Member J. Rogers, seconded by Vice-Chair P. Wiersma,
and carried:
That the Minutes of May 27, 2021 be adopted.
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PRESENTATION
Reva Steenbergen - Petition Sarnia Speaks - Vehicle Noise
Ms. Steenbergen gave a presentation with regard to laws being violated
with noise from modification (mufflers, tailpipes, exhausts) to vehicles.
Ms. Steenbergen gave an overview of laws being broken, health risks
high decibel levels create within the community, why she started the
petition and how signatures were obtained.
Chair Mayor Bradley thanked Ms. Steenbergen for her presentation.
Discussion took place with regard to steps that could be taken to control
the noise from vehicles.
Chief Hansen advised that they do not have a decibel reader and that
noise is an issue subject to who hears the noise and difficult to prove in
Court.
Ms. Steenbergen advised that she would be willing to organize a
fundraiser in order to collect funds to purchase decibel readers, Chair
Mayor Bradley advised that Service Clubs may help with costs.
Chair Mayor Bradley requested Chief Hansen to investigate the cost of
decibel readers and that Ms. Steenbergen would be notified of the cost.
Moved by Board Member J. Rogers, seconded by Board Member
S. Hosni, and carried:
That the Sarnia Police Service Board request a report from
staff with respect to steps that could be taken to deal with
noise from vehicles in the City of Sarnia, the report should
also include what could be asked of the Province in the way
of fines or demerit points; and
That this report be provided at the next Open Meeting of
the Sarnia Police Service Board.
REPORTS AND INQUIRIES
1. Microsoft Enterprise Agreement Renewal
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A report from Chief Hansen, dated June 24, 2021, regarding the renewal
of the Microsoft Enterprise Agreement was considered.
Moved by Vice-Chair P. Wiersma, seconded by Board Member S. Hosni,
and carried:
That the Sarnia Police Services Board approve the renewal
of Microsoft Enterprise Agreement at a three year cost of
$331,963 (including HST costs) through Softchoice
Corporation.
ROUTINE APPROVALS AND INFORMATION
A. Community Safety Concerns & Committee Plan
An email with regard to Community Safety Concerns and Neighbourhood
Watch Plans was provided.
B. Crime Stoppers - Letter of Appreciation
A letter from Sean Robbins, President Sarnia-Lambton Crime Stoppers,
dated May 13, 2021, thanking Sarnia Police Services Board for their
continued support.
C. 2020 Working Annual Report
The 2020 Working Annual Report was provided.
Board Member J. Rogers congratulated Staff Sergeant Sottisonti on a job
well done on the Annual Report.
Moved by Board Member J. Rogers, seconded by Vice-Chair P. Wiersma,
and carried:
That Items A to C, under Routine Approvals and Information, be
received and filed.
NEW BUSINESS
Hate Crimes
Board Member S. Hosni raised a question as to how the Sarnia Police
Services deals with Hate Crimes, Chief Hansen advised that the John
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Howard Society is creating a committee to deal with this issue and has
invited him to sit on the Committee.
Board Member Joanne Rogers
Chair Mayor Bradley advised the term for the Provincial Appointment of
Board Member Joanne Rogers expires in August, 2021, and this would
be her last meeting with the Board.
Chair Mayor Bradley thanked Board Member Rogers for her commitment
and work with the Board.
Board Members and Chief Hansen gave their best regards.
Board Member Rogers gave thanks, advising that it had been her
pleasure to work with the Sarnia Police Service Board and the Sarnia
Police Service.

ADJOURNMENT
Moved by Board Member S. Hosni, seconded by Vice-Chair P. Wiersma
and carried:
That the Sarnia Police Services Board adjourn.

________________________
CHAIR
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Sarnia Police Service
Department Correspondence
People Serving People

September 14,2021

To:

Sarnia Police Service Board Members

From: Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief of Police

Re:

Request for Additional Junior I.T. Technician

The Sarnia Police Service Administration has identified an additional need to
expand the current I.T. Branch to a three person Division. This position would be
designated as a Permanent Full-time Junior I.T. Technician.
During the last two to three years, technology applications and redundancy
requirements have increased significantly within the Sarnia Police Service; this trend will
continue for years to come. The Service has instituted many new systems, equipment,
and updates to existing technologies to keep pace with current policing demands.
As we know, in 2017 the Federal Government (CRTC) announced the NG9l l
Project and scheduled the readiness time-line for all Primary Public Safety Answering
Points (PPSAP) to be prepared for compliance. Cunently, all E911 telephone networks
are not capable nor designed to handle data, nor to receive and analyze the vast amount of
information available in the current consumer space. In order to meet the evolving
expectations from citizens, we are required to enhance our interface potential to meet
rapidly evolving community needs during emergency response situations.

By March 30,2024, the CRTC has committed to the decommissioning of all E911
call handling networks. Between now and March 2024, PPSAP's must aggressively plan
and implement their NG911 call handling upgrades. Onboarding of the required I.T.
infrastructure will be completed by a Canadian Company called Komutel, with the
assistance of our current I.T. Department. The Service's I.T. Department personnel have
been actively preparing for this project, which will be time consuming as it presents
unique I.T. infrastructure capabilities and requirements, which are individually assessed
by Komutel, moving forward.
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In addition to the NG91l Modernization Project, the Sarnia Police Service has
introduced upgraded and new technology, including:

o
o
o
o

Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs)
Digital Radio Communications System
Work-enabled Smart Phones
Video Court andZoom Meetings

Continued maintenance of our existing systems of:

o
o
o

Door Security

HVAC
In-houseSurveillance

It is evident the Service is becoming more technologically advanced and will
require more I.T. resources, moving forward.
The Sarnia Police Service is also near completion of building a redundant back-up
site that will duplicate all critical systems and services from Headquarters. This will
allow the Service to fully utilize both sites at the same time, in the event we need to
provide additional off-site personnel during an emergency.
The Systems Branch currently has two full-time employees: an I.T. Manager and
an I.T. Technician, which share responsibilities between the two positions:
o

o

The I.T. Manager manages the Network/Security infrastructure which includes
the physical security of the Service.
The I.T. Technician manages client services, including workstations, printers and
software.
Both positions are responsible for backfilling if the other is busy or off on leave

If the recommendation to

add an additional Junior I.T. Technician is approved to

provide needed support, the I.T. Technician would:
a
a

o

Provide extra resources to the I.T. Technician to assist in the daily support of the
Service
Provide extra resources needed to maintain the critical infrastructure of the
Service
It would allow the current I.T. Technician to assist the I.T. Manager with critical
projects, and gain valuable knowledge of our infrastructure.
Allow the current two I.T. employees to manage accumulated vacation time,
which has accumulated due to work demands to provide the needed support of the
Service.
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Our organi zation has positioned itself well to meet the NG91 I challenges and continued
upgrades of technical advancements, thanks to our current I.T. Department. If we are to
continue with these advancements in technology and continue to keep our current needs
answered, it is recommended that we add the position of Junior I.T. Technician, starting
in January 2022.

Financial
Financial cost for Junior LT. Technician will be included in the proposed2022
Preliminary Budget, if approved by the Police Services Board.
be classified as a Level4 in
joining
positions
of Court Security
the
the current Civilian Collective Agreement,
Officers and Accounts Clerk.

lt is recommended the Junior I.T. Technician would

Effective J
GR cnsstncATtoN

1,2022
TRAINING

START

50o/o

75%

6
MONTHS

YEAR 4

YEAR,l

YEAR 2

YEAR

B5o/o

90o/o

95To

$69,926
$38.4209
$2,689.46

$74,039
$40.6808

$78,1 53

$82,266

$42.9412

$45.2011

$2,847.66

$3,005.88

$3,164.08

3

lOOo/o

B0%

Court Security
Officer
Accounts Clerk
Jr. I.T. Technician

$41 ,1 33

$61,700

$65,813

$22.6005

$33.9011

$36.1

$2,373.08

$2,531.27

$1,582.04

61

0

Recommendation:

It is recommended that the Sarnia Police Service add the position of Junior I.T.
Technician to its current I.T. Department, for additional support and growth. Without
this addition, it is unlikely the Sarnia Police Service will be able to keep up with the
current advancements and demands required by our Service, Province and most
importantly, our citizens.

Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief of Police

OLlsd
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SARNIA POLICE SERVICE
People Serving People
DEPARTMENT CORRESPONDENCE

DATE:

September 23, 2021

TO:

Sarnia Police Services Board

FROM:

Norm Hansen, Chief of Police

SUBJECT:

Budget Status Report at June 30, 2021

RECOMMENDATION:
This report is for information only.
BACKGROUND:
2021 Police Service Board budget accounts have been analyzed to June 30, 2021. Each account
is evaluated based on actual results with a projection for the balance of the year.
The June 30, 2021 analysis and projection shows an anticipated budget deficit of $50,345 or
‐ 0.19% of the total 2021 budget of $26,033,481.
COMMENTS
The table below summarizes the budget projection by various categories within the Revenues
and Expenditures account classes.
The largest variances are summarized as follows:
 Overall savings of $73,000 are projected in the compensation accounts (excluding Court
Security) in spite of considerable pressure in Overtime expenses estimated at $307,000
over budget at December 31.
 Court Security salary costs show a savings of $177,000 however the County grant for
Court Security is reduced accordingly, netting to zero impact by year end.
 At $130,000 lower than budget, other revenues are negatively impacting year end
results. This is due to continued impacts of the pandemic on Paid Duty activity and other
fee generating revenues.
 Legal fees are $175,000 more than budgeted to date.
 Software licensing and maintenance costs are anticipated at $77,000 more than
budgeted due to:
o new annual licensing costs from technology introduced in the last 18 months.
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o Recent changes in licensing structure by major tech companies as services are
moved to the cloud and as the pricing model shifts from per device to per user.
Increased vehicle costs related to gasoline and maintenance are showing $72,000 over
budget by year end.
2021 BUDGET PROJECTION BASED ON JUNE 30 ACTUALS

CATEGORY
Revenues
Fees
Grant ‐ County
Grant ‐ Ontario
Cost Recoveries
Revenues Other
Revenues Total

BUDGET

ACTUAL

PROJECTION

VARIANCE

($284,000)
($1,401,573)
($252,565)
($634,953)
($13,000)
($2,586,091)

($70,681)
($653,142)
($77,573)
($617,090)
($3,544)
($1,422,029)

($162,781)
($1,271,172)
($265,562)
($618,090)
($5,544)
($2,323,149)

($121,219)
($130,401)
$12,997
($16,863)
($7,456)
($262,942)

Expenditures
Compensation
Compensation ‐ OT
Benefits
Expense Other
Program Supplies
Transfers
Expenditures Total

$18,053,189
$686,500
$5,954,745
$2,338,443
$269,695
$1,317,000
$28,619,572

$9,113,044
$550,418
$3,165,909
$1,813,200
$147,754
$1,322,000
$16,112,326

$17,495,331
$994,145
$5,562,345
$2,753,300
$279,854
$1,322,000
$28,406,975

$557,858
($307,645)
$392,400
($414,857)
($10,159)
($5,000)
$212,597

Net Expenditures

$26,033,481

$14,690,297

$26,083,826

($50,345)

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
According to City of Sarnia Reserves Policy, any yearend savings or shortfall will flow through
the Police Operating Contingency Reserve which has a balance of $495,600.

Prepared by:

Approved by:

Cathy Dam,
Director, Financial Services

Norm Hansen
Police Chief

cc:

D/Chief O. Lockhart
Holly Reynolds, Treasurer, City of Sarnia
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SARNIA POLICE SERVICE
People Serving People
DEPARTMENT CORRESPONDENCE

DATE:

September 23, 2021

TO:

Sarnia Police Services Board

FROM:

Norm Hansen, Chief of Police

SUBJECT:

Preliminary 2022 Budget Information

RECOMMENDATION:
This report is for information only.
BACKGROUND:
The City of Sarnia normally requires information on the Police Service Budget prior to the Police
Services Board Budget Session for budget preparation purposes. The Sarnia Police Services
Board Budget Session for the 2022 Sarnia Police Service Budget is scheduled for October 7,
2021. The current preliminary budget overview is provided now so that that information can be
passed on to City Staff in a timely manner enabling the City budget process to move forward.
COMMENTS:
2022 Operating Budget
The preliminary net 2022 police operating budget is $27.26 million, representing a year over
year increase of 4.7%.
Major Budget Drivers
1. Salaries & Benefits – As per the recently‐settled Sarnia Police Association contract, the cost
of two additional officers at cadet level is included in the 2022 budget.
2. Licensing & Maintenance Costs ‐ Licensing and maintenance costs related to operational
software and technology account are a significant factor in the budget increase. Major
impacts are seen from:
 Police share of per‐user annual licensing for new City of Sarnia Payroll/HRIS software
 New annual licensing fees and internal support costs related to NG 9‐1‐1
infrastructure and server maintenance
 Changes in Microsoft Enterprise and Adobe licensing structure
 Health IM, a digital public safety app to assist officers in proactive support and
intervention with mental health calls.
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3. Next Generation 9‐1‐1 ‐ The preliminary budget projection once again includes a capital
transfer of $360,000 for the ongoing Next Generation 9‐1‐1 (NG 9‐1‐1) project to prepare
for the CRTC mandated phase out of E9‐1‐1, the legacy 9‐1‐1 system from 2022 to 2023. A
background information report was provided to the Board on the agenda of the June 21,
2019 Police Services Board session. The NG 9‐1‐1 system, used for both Fire and Police
communications, is strictly a municipal rather than a Police system. However, consistent
with recent budget, costs are shown in the police budget. The 2022 contribution toward
NG 9‐1‐1 represents approximately 1.3% of the preliminary Police Service budget.
4. Transfer to Capital and Reserves ‐ The proposed contributions to Reserves & Capital is
$1,550,000 or 5.2% of total expenditures. This transfer covers 2022 reserves and capital
expenditures and allows for a very slight build‐up of reserves. The transfer amount
includes a $360,000 contribution required for the continued development of the
municipal NG 9‐1‐1 system.
 As a comparison, the City of Sarnia’s 2021 contribution to reserves, excluding
contributions to fleet replacement, exceeded $12.45 million or 15.0% of City
budgeted expenditures. Ideally the Police contribution to reserves would be more in
line with the City’s contribution ratio, however additional contributions would add
pressure to the levy.
Preliminary 2022 Operating Budget Summary Chart
Description
Salary & Benefits
Cadet Recruits (2)
Total Salary & Benefits
Software & Technology –
Licensing & Maintenance
Contribution to Reserves & Capital
All Other Expenditures
Total Expenditures
Revenues
Net Budget

2022
Preliminary $
25,336,518
111,109
25,447,627
660,579

2021
Approved $
24,674,954
24,674,954
466,738

661,564
111,109
772,673
193,841

Impact to
SPS Levy
2.54%
0.43%
2.97%
0.74%

1,550,000
2,302,820
29,961,026
2,702,721
27,258,305

1,300,000
2,177,880
28,619,572
2,586,091
26,033,481

250,000
124,940
1,341,454
116,630
1,224,824

0.96%
0.48%
5.15%
‐0.45%
4.70%

Change $

2022 Capital Budget and Reserves Plan
The adoption of the City Reserves Policy in 2018 and recent provincial regulation regarding
Asset Management add significant responsibility on each City department, including Police, to
plan for and fund future asset replacement. As in recent years, a Ten‐Year Capital Plan will be
submitted to the Board for approval at the upcoming Budget Session in October. The Ten‐Year
Capital Plan includes the funding of reserves at a realistic level. In the absence of planned
reserve funding for future capital needs, there would be little option but to apply for general
City reserves for major new or replacement capital expenditures.
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Proposed 2022 Capital project submissions are funded through Police reserves and include
funds for upgrading HVAC infrastructure and upgrading the building control system. Other
proposed 2022 Reserves expenditures of a recurring nature include fleet replacement and
upfitting, lifecycle IT infrastructure and computer replacement, and various police technology
and equipment.
The Ten Year Capital Plan will show contributions to reserves ramping up each year to account
for future capital needs, life cycle replacement, and contingencies.
CONSULTATION:
The draft budget is formulated with the input of the leaders of operational divisions within the
Police Service followed by consultation with senior administration.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
Further to Board recommendations arising out of this preliminary presentation, the detailed
budget will be made available to the Board prior to the October Budget Session.
This report was prepared by Cathy Dam, Director of Financial Services.
Prepared by:

Approved by:

Cathy Dam,
Director, Financial Services

Norm Hansen
Police Chief

cc:

D/Chief O. Lockhart
Holly Reynolds, Treasurer, City of Sarnia
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Sarnia Police Service
Department Correspondence
People Serving People

September 15,2021

To:

Sarnia Police Service Board Members

From: Deputy Chief Owen Lockhart

Re:

Health IM Update

The Sarnia Police Service continues to report positive data, with the use of the
Health IM Software.
Health IM is a tool used by frontline officers to assist in decision making with
Mental Health related calls. This tool helps officers to identify persons in the community
with mental health problems and to assist them in communicating their observations to
appropriate health-care professionals.
The Sarnia Police Service has been using the Health IM Screening Tool for
approximately one year and has seen a drop in hospital wait time from around three hours
to approximately one-and-a-half hours, on a monthly average. Attached are the Summary
Statistics for the months of June, July and August.

It is expected that hospital wait times for patient care will continue to decrease as
Officers' become more proficient with the Health IM Screening Tool and an increase in
Officer's confidence in decision making.

Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief

OL/gd
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SARNIA POLICE
SERVICE

MH CALLS REPORT

2021-06-01 to 2021-06-30
All Platoons

SUMMARY STATISTICS

INDIVIDUALS

MH CALL VOLUME

WAIT TIME AVERAGE

Contact Frequency

Highest Volume

Longest Wait Times

48

Chronic Presentations
Repeat Presentations
New Presentations

57 Calls

1h 23m

SAT 2021-06-26 (5 Calls)

3h 27m

SA21012609

8 individuals

TUE 2021-06-29 (4 Calls)

2h 38m

SA21012588

34 individuals

WED 2021-06-23 (4 Calls)

2h 25m

SA21010908

2h 15m

SA21011809

2h 14m

SA21011210

6 individuals

SUN 2021-06-27 (3 Calls)
THU 2021-06-24 (3 Calls)

CALL OUTCOMES

HOSPITAL WAIT TIMES

MH CALL VOLUME BY DAY
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SARNIA POLICE
SERVICE

MH CALLS REPORT

2021-06-01 to 2021-06-30
All Platoons

MH CALL VOLUME BY PLATOON

INVOLUNTARY APPREHENSION RATE BY PLATOON

HOSPITAL WAIT TIMES BY PLATOON
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SARNIA POLICE
SERVICE

MH CALLS REPORT

2021-07-01 to 2021-07-31
All Platoons

SUMMARY STATISTICS

INDIVIDUALS

MH CALL VOLUME

WAIT TIME AVERAGE

Contact Frequency

Highest Volume

Longest Wait Times

55

Chronic Presentations

59 Calls

1h 53m

3 individuals

THU 2021-07-29 (8 Calls)

5h 15m

Repeat Presentations 18 individuals

WED 2021-07-28 (4 Calls)

4h 04m

SA21014191

4h 00m

SA21013317

3h 29m

SA21015345

2h 38m

SA21012620

New Presentations

34 individuals

CALL OUTCOMES

TUE 2021-07-27 (4 Calls)
FRI

2021-07-30 (3 Calls)

FRI

2021-07-16 (3 Calls)

HOSPITAL WAIT TIMES

MH CALL VOLUME BY DAY
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SARNIA POLICE
SERVICE

MH CALLS REPORT

2021-07-01 to 2021-07-31
All Platoons

MH CALL VOLUME BY PLATOON

INVOLUNTARY APPREHENSION RATE BY PLATOON

HOSPITAL WAIT TIMES BY PLATOON

Unassigned : N/A
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SARNIA POLICE
SERVICE

MH CALLS REPORT

2021-08-01 to 2021-08-31
All Platoons

SUMMARY STATISTICS

INDIVIDUALS

MH CALL VOLUME

WAIT TIME AVERAGE

Contact Frequency

Highest Volume

Longest Wait Times

49

Chronic Presentations

5 individuals

Repeat Presentations 10 individuals
New Presentations

34 individuals

53 Calls

TUE 2021-08-17 (6 Calls)

3h 04m

SA21016562

WED 2021-08-18 (4 Calls)

3h 03m

SA21015950

2h 48m

SA21016071

2h 43m

SA21015419

2h 33m

SA21016666

FRI

2021-08-06 (4 Calls)

TUE 2021-08-31 (3 Calls)
SAT 2021-08-28 (3 Calls)

CALL OUTCOMES

1h 11m

HOSPITAL WAIT TIMES

MH CALL VOLUME BY DAY
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SARNIA POLICE
SERVICE

MH CALLS REPORT

2021-08-01 to 2021-08-31
All Platoons

MH CALL VOLUME BY PLATOON

INVOLUNTARY APPREHENSION RATE BY PLATOON

HOSPITAL WAIT TIMES BY PLATOON
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Sarnia Police Service
Department Correspondence
People Serving People

September 13,202I

To:

Sarnia Police Service Board Members

From: Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief of Police

Re:

Officer Retirement and Replacement

On Thursday, September 30, 2027, Sergeant John Pearce,#122 will retire from
the Samia Police Service after 31 years. Sergeant Pearce will be replaced by Sergeant
Miro Soucek, # I 9 I , who was recently promoted to the rank of Sergeant on September 2,

202t.
Effective September 2,2021, Constable Mike Howell,#206, was promoted to the
rank of Sergeant, and will remain as the Officer in Charge of the Vice Unit, in the
Criminal Investigative Division.
On Thursday, September 9, 2021, Constable Ryan Wiebenga, #150, resigned
from the Sarnia Police Service, to pursue employment with the Ministry of
Transportation (M.T. O.)

Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief of Police
OL/gd
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Sarnia Police Service
Department Correspondence
People Serving People

September 8, 2021

To:

Sarnia Police Service Board Members

From: Chief Norm Hansen
Re:

Request for Decibel Meter Report

Board Members,
Following the presentation made by Ms. Steinbergen at the last Police Services Board
meeting I was asked to prepare a report for the Board about the feasibility of the purchase
or use of some type of decibel mater for enforcement surrounding loud vehicles. I tasked
this research to Sergeant Miro Soucek, who is presently the officer in charge of our
Traffic Unit. He is also a very proactive officer with a great deal of experience in
Provincial Offences Court. I have attached his very thorough report which really needs no
further explanation.
I am able to concur with the comments attributed to Jagger Benham as I, too, contacted
him to see if he had any opinions on the use, or more specifically the admissibility of this
type of evidence. His thoughts are captured here:
“What is to stop someone from requesting the service manual of the device and
demanding to know what training officers received similar to Speeding or Over 80
offences? Whenever new technology is brought in, these are the types of issues that we
may see.
The Act states that the muffler must prevent unusual and excessive noise. When
compared to other vehicles on the road, is the muffler excessively louder than other
vehicles? That is all of the evidence I would suggest is required but obtaining a
conviction will always depend on a number of factors. A decibel meter might help
somewhat, but could cause a lot of disclosure and delay issues as a result.”
The biggest concern is that unlike radar or Intoxilyzer devices there is no set training or
measurable standard as to what is deemed “Excessive”. It is completely at the discretion
of the officer and/or witnesses. I know that in the eyes of the general public, enforcement
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and prosecution should be simple but it is not. My opinion is that I would not recommend
spending thousands of dollars on a possibly useless device.
Respectfully,

Norm Hansen
Chief of Police
NH/gd
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Decibel Reading Meter

Submitted by
Sergeant Miro Soucek #L9L

To
Chief Norm Hansen #86

And
The Sarnia Police Services Board
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On the 23'd of August2}2l, Chief Norm Hansen #86 requested that a decibel reader be
researched to determine the functionality surrounding its use for enforcement purposes.

Cost

A brief Google search for decibel readers was conducted that revealed a wide array of available
options ranging from free cellphone applications, inexpensive handheld devices, to equipment
exceeding $500 per unit. To narrow down the available options and ascertain what local industry
employs, Imperial Oil was contacted. A representative indicted to me that they utilize a Quest
decibel reader. To determine the costs associated to a reader that is acceptable for industry, I then
contacted TSI Industries out of Minnesota, United States who directed me to their Canadian
Distributor; Concept Controls. Attached is a quote for one reader in Appendix oA'. Each unit is
$5 570.60. Should a decision to move forward with decibel reading equipment take place, then a
more in-depth and substantial undertaking to narrow down equipment shall be made.

Functionalitv
To properly asses the level of noise for court pu{poses, the user would have to ensure minimal
interference with other environmental factors. Therefore any case presented to the Ontario Court
of Justice or to the Provincial Offences Courts would be reasonably challenged on the basis that
outdoor noise interference existed when the reading took place. In order to properly assess the
noise of motor vehicle muffler, it would be ideal to have the motor vehicle attend a soundproof
facility. However, there is no legislation or act of parliament that would afford a peace officer the
statutory powers to direct an individual to such a facility for testing purposes.

Leeislation
Highway Traffic Act 75 (l) Every motor vehicle or motor assisted bicycle shall be equipped
with a muffler in good working order and in constant operation to prevent excessive or unusual
noise and excessive smoke, and no person shall use a muffler cut-out, straight exhaust, gutted
muffler, hollywood muffler, by-pass or similar device upon a motor vehicle or motor assisted
bicycle. R.S.O. 1990, c. H.8, s. 75 (l).

Highway Traffic Act75.(4) - (4) A person having the control or charge of a motor vehicle shall
not sound any bell, horn or other signalling device so as to make an unreasonable noise, and a

1

Government of Ontario. (202L). Highway Traffic Act. Retrieved from

httos://www.onta rio.callaws/statute/90h08#BKL48.
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driver of any motor vehicle shall not permit any unreasonable amount of smoke to escape from
the motor vehicle, nor shall the driver at any time cause the motor vehicle to make any
unnecessary noise, but this subsection does not apply to a motor vehicle of a municipal fire
department while proceeding to a fire or answering a fire alarm call. R.S.O. 1990, c. H.8,
s. 75 (4).2

The legislation as it is written is available for subjective interpretation.

Prosecution
On the 24th of August 2021, Lambton County Prosecutor Jagger Benham was contacted
regarding the prosecution of a Provincial Offence Notice issued under section 75 of the Highway
Traffic Act would be carried out if a decibel reader was used to gain evidence. A copy of his
response is below:

"I couldn't say for sure at this point whether or not a reading from a decibel reader would
be admissible or not as there is no case law to support the notion at this time. That being
said, when technology is introduced into the court you know we will get requests for the
manual, training, all of the like a radar or breath device. That would be my issue with their
use."

Enforcement
Thus far, as of September 3rd, 2021, there have been 1970 Provincial Offence Notices written by
officers. Of that, 47 tickets pertain to section 75 (4). Therefore, only 0.03% of all enforcement
has been the result of section 75 of the Highway Traffic Act.

2

Government of Ontario. (2021). Highway Traffic Act. Retrieved from :
https:Uwww.ontario.ca/ laws/statute/90h08#BK148 .
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Conclusion and Recommendation
Albeit noise from motor vehicles can certainly be a nuisance, it does not appear by our
enforcement statistics that it is an overwhelming issue within the City of Sarnia. Furthermore, the
functionality of a decibel meter for enforcement and prosecutorial is minimized greatly by
several factors:

o
o
o

The legislation itself is subjective and does not afford a decibel reading that
clearly defines what is acceptable or not acceptable.
There is no Provincial Directive or standardized training module.
Acceptable Industrial Standard equipment is quite costly per unit for a tool that
cannot be verified through testing or through the court system.

o

There is no legislation or act of parliament that affords a peace officer the powers
to send a vehicle to a soundproof facility.

o

The enforcement level of section 75 of the Highway Traffic Act rests at 0.03o/o
from January I'r,2021to September 3'd, 202I within the City of Sarnia.

o

There is difficultly in securing a conviction.

Therefore, respectfully, I would recommend that although it is recognizedthat unnecessary or
loud noise from motor vehicles is an irritant, for the aforementioned reasons above, a decibel
reader in no way would assist in ameliorating the issue and that it should not be purchased by the
Sarnia Police Service.

Respectfully Submitted,

Miro Soucek #191
Community Services Division
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Appendix oA'
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QUOTATION: 11005192

CONCEPT

Miro Soucek

CONTACT NAME:
CUSTOMER NO:
GRM ID:

CONTROLS

SARFIRE

RFQ #:

Phone: l-888-207-2212

160 McGovern Dr.
Gambridge N3H 4Rz

Fax: 519-653-5170
www.conceptcontrols. com

ON, Ganada

Bill To:

Ship To:
Sarnia Fire Rescue Services
240 East St N
Sarnia, ON
Canada N7T6X7

Sarnia Fire & Rescue Services
240 East St N
ap@sarnia.ca
Sarnia, ON
Canada N7T 6X7
VALID UNTIL

EST. DELIVERY

SALESPERSON

QUOTE DATE

Tim Knudsen

September 01,2021

October 01,2021
SHIP VIA

QUOTED BY

FOB

TERMS

Collect

Mark Davenport

Cambridge

NET3O

+ SD-2OO
+ AC-3OO
+ 056-990
+ SP-DL-1

Sound Detector SD-200 Kit (requhes AC-300 and
Adaptor)

AcousticalAo-3oo

56-990

Calibrator

Adapter lor ll2" Diameter Microphone forAo-300
Calibrator
SoundPro DL Datalogging Sound Level

Series

Meter

1.OO

551.60

551.60

1.OO

756.00

756.00

1.OO

65.80

65.80

1.OO

5,570.60

5,570.60

lncludes meter, Standard Accessories, Class 1, Summary Data Datalogging,
Time History & Statistical Datalogging.
Freight charges extra unless a courier account is provided

Approximate lead time is 3-5 weeks upon order placement
*Attention*
Due to pandemic related disruptions in the gloþal supply chain,
we may experience delays to standard lead times.

Loasing Payment Estimate (On Approved Credlt)
Lease Length ln Months

$10.00 End ofTerm Buyout

24

36

48

60

Equlpment Cost

7,846,72

7,846.72

7,846,72

7,846,72

Monthly Paymont

359.30

248.58

r93.58

160.70

Carried Forward
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QUOTATION: 11005192

CONCEPT
CONTROLS

Miro Soucek

CONTACT NAME:
GUSTOMER NO:
GRM

SARFIRE

ID:

RFQ #:

EstÍmoted delivery døte is the starulurd lead time from the vendor for product to arrive øt Concept Controls Inc.
Expedìted delivery from the verulors Ís svsilable in some cøses, A rush fee may be applied to the quote/order
expedited delívery is requíred. Pleuse contact sules ifexpedited delivery is required.

d

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONSTDERATION!
Please reference quote number when orderlng,

All pr¡ces are subject to change without notice prior to receipt of Customer's purchase order (here¡nafter referred to as "Customer's Order") and
Concept Controls Inc. acceptance of it. All lnvo¡ce prlces are those in effect on date of sh¡pment, unless otherw¡se agreed to by Concept
Controls Inc. ¡n wr¡t¡ng. All prlcing ¡nformation in publ¡shed or pr¡nted material is provided for general ¡nformation and est¡mat¡on purposes only
Publ¡shed pr¡ces are ne¡ther
quotations nor offers to sell. Prices do not include appl¡cable federal, state/provincial or local taxes and, unless expressly identlfied and
itemized, do not lnclude freight, handl¡ng or ¡nsurance. All taxes appllcable to Products ordered shall be pa¡d by Customer, or in lleu thereof,
Customer shall provlde Concept Controls Inc. with a tax exemption certlf¡cate acceptable to the taxing author¡tles.
Subject to Customer mainta¡ning a cred¡t status acceptable to Concept Controls Inc., payment of all invoices is due thirty (30) days from date
of ¡nvoice. Product invoices are ¡ssued upon shipment from the manufacture or at the start of serv¡ce. Concept Controls Inc. has the right to
charge a late payment charge of 1.5olo of the outstanding balance per month for each month, or partlal month, any invo¡ce remains unpa¡d
beyond ¡ts due date.

GST Number: 891792178

Subtotal

Canadian Dollars

Freight:

Page2 ol 2

6,944.00
0.00

HST:

902.72

Total:

$ 7,846.72
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Features and Benefits
+ Intuitive inlerface for easy out-of-the-box operation
+ Averaging functionality provides steadier readings in environments

where noise levels are highly variable
+ Visual LED alerts help users assess the need for hearing protection
+ Meets applicable ANSI and IEC Class 2 standards
+ Rechargeable battery helps lower total cost of ownership
compared to sound level meters that use replaceable batteries

tQ,

lQuesr*
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SPECIFICATIONS

c

.).Þ)
talGuÆsr
x 9"

Size

6.5" x2.4"

Weight

4,4 oz (I25 g) approx,

-

Accepts ar/q" - 20 screw (located on
bottom, backside of the instrument)
ABS/polycarbonate
Lithium polymer (1000 mAh), rechargeable
Run-Timer 50+ hours without LEDs

Tripod Mount

Housing

Battery

'

(16,5 cm x 6.1 cm x 2,3 cm)

t6

activated
Low battery indicator
Microphone

0mni-direction al; C\ass/Type 2; Vz"
diameter, electret condenser
3/q" (2cm) with 0,1
dB resolution and 0.5
sec, update rate
5 keys including: F/S, A/C, Mode, Run/Stop
and Power 0n/0ff
USB cable is provided to charge the
instrument with a computer
ANSIS1,41sB3 (R 2006)A NSr51,43
¿
1997(R 2007) rEC 61672-1 (2002) r EC

Display Digits
Keypad
Charging

I\ \

Standards

User-Friendly
+ Simple four-button navigation to perform
all functions
+ Comes ready to take measurements;
no configuration necessary

61010-1 (2010)

lndustry Compliant
+ Meets applicable ANSI and

Measurements

IEC

Class 2 standards

Displayed Data and

Status Indicators

Sound Pressure Level (SPL), Average value
(LEa

/LAV.), LED

Alert (with Hearing

Linearity Range

Protection icon), Maximum value (MAX),
Minimum value (MlN), Run-Time, 0verload
(OL), and Under-Range (UR)
45 to 130 dB (Dynamic Range)

Weighting

AorC

Time Response
Exchange Rate (ER)

Fast or Slow

+ Consistent performance

Average Sound Pressure Level

LED

Temperature Ranges
32

oF

(LEa/LAVG)

+ Integrating feature computes the average
sound pressure level
+ Provides stable readings where noise levels
typically vary, for easier interpretation

3dBor5dB

0perating Temperature
0perating Atm, Pressure
Relative Humidity
Storage Temperature
Storage Atm. Pressure

with accurate,

actionable readings

to 104 "F (0 "C to 40

oC)

B0 -110 kPA

non-condensing
-4 oF to 158 "F (-20 "C to 70

alerts

+ Tri color LED's flash brightly when preset
noise levels are reached
+ Helps user understand where hearing
protection may need to be worn

0o/o- 90o/o,

oC)

50-ls0 kPA

+ Green LED flashes when noise measurements
are between B0 and 85 dB
+ Yellow LED flashes when noise measurements
are between 85 and 105 dB

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

+ Red LED flashes when noise measurements
are above 105 dB

Quest is a trademark, and TSI and the TSI logo are

registered trademarks of TSI Incorporated,

Rechargeable
+ Lithium polymer battery provides up to
50 hours of use between charges
+ Reduces the cost and hassle of
replaceable batteries

@, lQuesrTSI lncorporated - Visit our website

USA
UK
France

Germany

www.tsi.com for more information.

Tel:
8742811, Ind¡a
Tel: +44L49 4459200 China
+33
Tel:
1 41 19 21 99
Singapore
+l- 800

Te¡: +49

P/N 5002165 Rev

A

241"

Tel: +9l- 8O67877200
Tel: +86 i,0 82L9 7688
Tel: +65 6595 6388

523030

(02018 TSI Incorporaled

Printerl in U,S,A,
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Features and Benefits

Applications

+ ANSI and

IEC

+ Occupational noise evaluations

-+ Available

in Class/Type

standards compliant

l

Precisions or Class/Type 2

General Purpose models

+ Environmental noise assessments
+ Noise ordinance enforcement and legal metrology

+ Two "virtual" sound level meters running simultaneously

+ General sound and frequency analysis

+ Concurrent A-weighted and C-weighted measurements

+ Vehicle noise evaluations

+ Programmable and level-triggered start and stop
+ A,

C

and Z (flat) frequency weighting

+ Fast, slow, and

IEC

cir.sr

+ Building acoustics
+ Mobile equipment evaluations

impulse time response

+ Selectable thresholds L0 dB - 140 dB
+ 3, 4,5,6, dB exchange rates
+ Luminescent keypad and backlit display
+ SD memory card slot
+ USB communications port and serial RS-232 output
+ Display adjustable among multiple languages
+ Time history data logging wÍth

l

second to 60 minute intervals*

+ Back erase function
+ Noise dose calculation/dosimetry functÍon
*DL only

@,

lQuesr*
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IASY-TO_R[AD
II\T[JITIVI DISPLAYS

Sound Pressure Level Display

1/1 Octave

1/3 Octave

QUASI-ANALOGUE AND

BAND BAR CHART

BAND BAR CHART

MEASUREMENT SCREEN
Broadband Bar Chart View

Broadband Bar Chart View

NUMERIC SCREEN

Analogue Display View
Displays the current Sound Pressure
Level (SPL) with selected time response
and filter weightings. The amplitude of
the displayed measurement is shown
both graphically by the length of the bar
and numerically below the bar. The bar
appears if the measured value is above
the minimum value for the selected
measurement range,

MEASUREMENT SCREEN

Displays L/L octave analysis
measurements in filter band and
broadband values for both meters L and Z,
This screen contains 13 bars with 11 filter
bands and two for broadband, Bars appear
if the value for the measurement is above
the minimum value for the selected
measurement range,

ri.

r"-

Displays L/3 octave-band analysis
measurements in filter band and
broadband values for both meters L and
2, This screen contains 35 bars with 33
filter bands and two for broadband, Bars
appear if the value for the bar is above

the minimum value for the selected
measurement range.

o

-i'
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OPTIOI\AL TIATU RIS AN D
[X PAN DED EAPAB I I-ITI ES
Quest SoundPro Outdoor
Measuring System (SP-OMS)
The SoundPro 0utdoor Measuring System helps protect the
instrument from exposure to wind, rain, snow, chemicals,
particulates, animals, vandalism and theft, It is also used for
extended battery life with up to one week of continuous monitoring
(two weeks with optional second battery). The weatherproof case
holds the meter and battery pack with room for accessories and
storage of the system components while not in use.
Exposed components are made of stainless steel, ABS and
engineered polymers, The oMS kit contains all necessary masts,
windscreens, cables, battery packs and adapters required for use
with the SoundPro SE and DL instruments. Provisions in the case
design allow customer-supplied padlocks and cables to be used to
lock the case and secure it to a stationary object.

Other Options lnclude:
+ Full (1/1) octave band real-time analysis
+ Third (L/3) octave band real-time analysis
+ Acoustic spectral curves option
+ Speech

intelligibility option

+ Audiometric calibration kit configurations
+ GPS data incorporation (using compatible GPS receiver)
+ Optional microphones in 1./4" ,L/2", and L" sizes
+ Reverberation Time (RT-60 option)

SENSOR SPECIFTCATIONS
Environmental

General
Display Languages
User Interface
Display Type

English, French, Spanish, German, Italian
and Portuguese

Temperature

1,0 pushbuttons and 4 soft keys, menu driven
Transflective 128 X 64 Dot Matrix LCD with
additional backlighting

Humidity

Conformance to Standards
EMC

Requirements

Performance
Requirements

EN/IEC 61672-1(2002), ANSr 51,4 (R2006), ANSr
s1,43(R2007), EN/rEC 61260 (2001), ANSr 51.11

standards

IEC60268-16 (2003)

with Speech

InrelliSibiliry oprion

Safety Requirements
Certifications

External Fields

I

0,5 dB effect);

100/o to 90o/o RH, non-condensing
Electric - L0 V/meter, l kHz modulated,
30 MHz - 1 GHz,<55 dBC; magnetic - 80 A/m,
50/60 Hz, no significant effect

Parameters

SPL, LM",, 1r,", L"r(peak), Luo/LÀv6, SEL, LN (selectable
L1 to L99), TWA, Taktm, Tàktmx, Dose, PDose,
Exposure (PaZH/PaZS), LDN, CNEL, PTWA, Lc,A

Ranges

120 dB+ (A-weighted) total dynamic measurement
range over I individual ranges of 90 dB
(A-weighted) each (with filters - 80 dB ranges);
overall measurement range 0 dB to 140 dB

Peak Range

Up to 143 dB usin8 standard 8K4936 microphone;
higher with optionalmicrophones and preamps
A, C, Z and F (Flat)

Frequency WeÍghting
Response Time
Exchange Rates

rEC61010-1 (2010)
CE MaTK, WEEË, RoHS

Criterion Level
Upper Limit Time Logging

Physical Characteristics
Size

(<

Storage -25oC to +70oC

Measurements

EN/IEC 61326-1(2005) Group 1, Class B Emissions/
Industrial Location Immunity. CFRr47 (2008) Part
15 - Meets FCC Class B Emissions

(R2009), (also meets requirements of former
IEC 60651- and 60804)

7

Operating -10oC to +50"C

3.l"W x 11.l"H x 1,6" thick
(with preamp & microphone);

Run Modes

7,9 cm x Z8.Z cm x 4,1 cm

Weight

0.54 kg or 1.2 lbs, (including batteries)

Housing

Stainless fiber filled ABS polycarbonate
additional internal EM/RFI shielding

Tripod Mount

Standard photographic mount on rear accepts
%"- 20 screw threads

with

Fast, SIow, IEC Impulse

3,4,5, and 6 dB
40 to 100 dB
10 to 140 dB selectable
Level triggered run/pause, clock/date triggered
power on and run for programmed duration,
external logic input run/pause, and keypad initiated
run/pause for programmed duration

Measurement
References

SPL:114 dB
Frequencyr 1 kHz
Direction: 0 flegrqes using free-field response

mlcropnone
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SPECTFICATIONS CONTINUED

Electr¡cal Characteristics

Batteries
External

Special Functions

4 disposable AA alkaline cells, typically > 10 hours
continuous use without backlight (SLM only without
filters activated); optional nickelmetal hydride (NiMH)
cells, typically 10+ hours (SLM only)

DC

Power Input

100 - 240 VAC,47-63 Hz transformed to

I

VDC

Standard
Microphones

Class/Type 1 Precision - 8K4936; Class/Type 2
General Purpose - QE7052; other optional types and
sizes available from %" to l" prepolarized or standard
condenser types

Microphone
Polarization

Back Erase

Selectable 1 to 20 seconds removal of measurement
data (data removed by back erasing and retained in
session file)

Security
0ptional Àcoustic

4 digit code protection for Runs and Setups available

Spectral Curves

Optional Speech

Intelligibility

Selectable 0 volts or 200 volts
(Class/Type 1 models only)

Firmware can be installed in the SoundPro series to
allow the testing and evaluation of intelligibility of
human speech through public address (PA), fire alarm
and mass notification systems (MNS), the STt-PA
method in accordance with IEC 60268-16 and NFPA
72 National Fire Alarm Code. Results are in STI or CIS,
0n meter post-processing available

Function

Microphone

Sensitivity

Selectable nominal values in decibels relevant

to
Meter Input
lmpedance

L

Volt/Pa

20 kQ in series with 1,1, pF capacitance,
pF capacitance to ground

Remote Cable

Preamplifier

with 100

0ptional Reverberation

Will drive up to 15 meters of cable with negligible
signal loss
Removable preamp directly acceplsl/2" (0.52" or
1"3.2 mm) microphone; other sizes require adapter

Time

Preamplifier Input
Impedance

(RT-60)

Storate

Logging

DL Models only. Lr"*, L",n, Lo*(peak), LN, LE./LAVGmay be

logged at lL selectable intervals from one second to
60 minutes to the included SD (secure digital) memory
card. Use TSI Quest Detection Management Software

DMS to interpret data files
All session/study data is stored to the SD card.
Summary data may be interpreted with TSI Quest
Detection Management Software DMS, or exported to
spreadsheet or XML file with an available utility
Accepts 32 MB to 32 GB SD memory cards, Card
included with all models and stores multiple summary
sessions/studies and for setup storage (Contact
factory for preferred SD card manufacturers)

Summary Data

Memory

Used to measure decay time or acoustic decay
performance of a room or closed space

Calibration
Complete calibration history with post study
verification logged with calibration history

History
Greater than 1 GQ; less than ZpF

Logg¡ng and

Noise Criterion (NC) Curves, Preferred Noise
Criterion (PNC) Curves, Room Criterion (RC) Curves,
Balanced Noise Criterion (NCB) Curves, Noise Rating
(NR) Curves, Audiometric Room Curves (per ANSI S3,1,
per oSHA Hearing Conservation Amendment, and per
IS0 Hearing Screen for Audiology Booths)

Octave and Third Octave Filters (optional)
(base-L0 bands, as recommended by IEC61260 [200L])
Full octave
i-l- bands with center frequencies from
l-6 Hz to 16 kHz
Third Octave Filters 33 bands with center frequencies from

Filters

IZ.5Hzto20kqz

Specifications are subject to change without notice,
SoundPro and Quest are trademarks, and TSI and the TSI logo
are registered trademarks of TSI Incorporated.

Ports and Connections

PowerJack
output
L0 Pin Auxiliary
Connector
USB
AC/DC

tQ,

External power supply 9-16 VDC
3,5 mm stereo (tip-AC, Ring-DC, Ringz-Ground)
RS-232,3 digital outputs, l digital input
Conforms to USB 2.0, mini-USB connector

lQuesr-

TSI lncorporated - Visit our website r^rùrn¡r.tsl.com for more information,

USA
UK
France

Germany

Tel: +1 800 874 2811

Te¡: +441.49 4 459200
Tel: +331411"9 2199
Tel: +49 24L 523030

P/N 5002176 Rev

C

lndia
chlna

Tel: +9L 80 67877200
Tel: +86 L0 82Lg 7688
SinEapore Tel: +65 6595 6399

@2018 TSI lncorporated

Printed in u,s.A.
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Sarnia Police Service
Department Correspondence
People Serving People

September 16, 2021

To:

Sarnia Police Services Board Members

From: Chief Norm Hansen
Re:

Sarnia-Lambton Alliance against Hate

Board Members,
As mentioned earlier this summer, I met with the Project Co-ordinator and the
Manager of the local John Howard Society regarding the formation of an Anti-Hate
Coalition. They asked me to write a letter of support last year as part of a Grant
application and were successful in receiving funding for a two year Anti-Hate Crime
project.
Our initial discussion surrounded a late summer/ fall rollout with a public
education piece, then a concentrated effort to reach out to all groups in an attempt to
remove any apprehension about reporting such crimes, or any crimes for that matter. The
rollout was just last week and we linked the announcement, with the attached brochure, to
our website. I am excited about the partnership, which also includes the Public School
Board and the Local Immigration Partnership (LIP). We hope to include more
community partners (such as Lambton College) as the project progresses. The name of
the partnership is Sarnia-Lambton Alliance against Hate or SLAH. Our Motto is:
Connect. Act. Engage.
Our initial goal is educating the public about how and when to report a hate crime
and to make people more comfortable doing so. A meeting was recently held and we
came up with various ideas about ways to engage with diverse groups in an attempt to
provide comfort and support if they are victimized. As you will see in the brochure, there
is encouragement to report to police, but no requirement, and support is available for
those who do wish to report. Our hope is to somewhat remove the hesitation or fear of
reporting hate crime and to educate the general public about this issue.
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Having belonged to the Local Immigration Partnership for several years, I have
learned about the issues newcomers to Canada may experience when it comes to
interaction with police and I want to alleviate their concerns.
If the Board has questions that I am unable to answer, either Lindsey, who is the
Project Co-ordinator, or Christine at the John Howard Society would be very willing to
speak with you.

Norm Hansen
Chief of Police
NH/gd
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Confidentiality
Confidentiality is of utmost importance to the John
Howard Society Sarnia Lambton, therefore all
attempts to maintain your privacy will be taken.
Upon connection we will review our privacy policy and
limits that apply. There is no obligation to make a
police report, but it is encouraged to obtain a
resolution for the victim and to gather accurate
statistics of what is happening within our community.
A report will not be made on your behalf, however
support during the reporting process can be provided.

In partnership with the Sarnia-Lambton
Immigration Partnership, Lambton Kent
District School board, and the Sarnia
Police.
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Sarnia Lambton
Alliance against
Hate
519.336.1020
slah@johnhowardsarnia.com
https://johnhoward.on.ca/sarnialambton

CONNECT. ACT. ENGAGE.

CONNECT

Who are we?
The John Howard Society is a not-for-profit charitable
organization that works with individuals and communities
to address the causes of crime. We provide humane and
dignified support to individuals who have been in contact
with the legal system.
The Sarnia Lambton Alliance against Hate (SLAH)
provides support to victims of hate motivated acts. The
program is a result of a partnership with the Sarnia
Lambton Local Immigration Partnership, the LambtonKent District School board, and the Sarnia Police.
Sarnia Lambton is home to many individuals who
embrace various traditions, beliefs, lifestyles, and abilities
that contribute to the variety of experiences, skills and
knowledge that allow the community to flourish. However,
we recognize that individual uniqueness is not embraced
by everyone. Therefore, the SLAH is designed to walk
alongside individuals when they have been a target of
hate motivated acts. The support provided includes:
•
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Providing community resource information
related to social services, religious institutions,
and community groups.

•

Provide emotional support

•

Provide support when a police report is filed

•

•

•

Support during and following hate motivated acts is
crucial for healing. Research indicates that having
support following a hate motivated act can help to
alleviate some of the psychological distress that is
experienced. Through offering ways to connect on a
one-on-one basis or with the community it is
estimated that the outcome of the incident will fare
better.
We know that the of reported hate crimes are
considerably lower than the actual incident rates
therefore fostering a rates relationship between the
community and police is crucial to increasing the
likelihood that a report will be made.

ACT
Providing public education regarding what a hate
motivated act looks like will help to disseminate
potential bias of the language and how incidents
are addressed.
Working alongside a wealth of community-based
organizations and advocates ensures that we can
reach a variety of individuals who can connect and
support one another.
Facilitating connections with local police
Provide peer support opportunities to connect

A Hate or bias motivated crime is a
“Criminal occurrence committed against a
person or property which is motivated by
hate/bias or prejudice based on race,
national or ethnic origin, language, colour,
religion, sex, race, sexual orientation, or any
other similar factor.”
(Sarnia Police)

What are some barriers to reporting
hate motivated acts?
Feeling unsure of what a hate motivated
act is and their impact
Not knowing where to turn to for support
and reporting
Concern of possible repercussions of
reporting
Not being aware of what legal action can
be taken and how a report will be managed
Fearful of having contact with police
Victims assessing the incident as not
meeting personal threshold of reporting

ENGAGE
•

Working collaboratively with program partners to
address potential barriers to reporting acts

Previous program clients and community
allies are encouraged to join the team as a
volunteer to help support and facilitate
change in our communities.

•

Education regarding what a hate crime is and
how it impacts individuals and communities

When we work together as a community,
we create sustainable change and healing.

•

How can I help? Listen to peoples’
experiences, share information, support
one another, donate

Explore ways to be an ally to peers, neighbours,
and colleagues

What is a hate crime?

Sarnia Police Service
Department Correspondence
People Serving People

September 13,2021

To:

Sarnia Police Service Board Members

From: Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief of Police

Re:

Traffic Enforcement Update

Over the last three months, the Sarnia Police Service has made a committed
response to enforcement of the Highway Traff,rc Act, specifically in the area of speeding,
noise, and aggressive driving.
Complaints from the general public were assigned to the Traffic Unit, along with
the C.O.P.P.S. Unit, for enforcement purposes. During the summer months, several
hotspots received a higher police presence for enforcement purposes, which resulted in
Provincial Offence Notices being issued.

During the summer time-frame, (160) Speeding infraction tickets were issued,
(42) Excessive Noise infractions, and (1) Stunt Driving charge. These do not represent
all the Provincial Offences Notices issued over the summer months, but deal directly with
the issues expressed by the public.
Enforcement was conducted by the Traffic/COPPS Unit, along with continued
support from the Community Response Division. Enforcement will continue throughout
the fall, in high traffic areas, with an emphasis on school and community safety zones
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Impaired Driving Update:
During the 2020 calendar year, the Sarnia Police Service charged 76 people with
Impaired Driving, (52) which were alcohol related and (24) drug related offences, with
officers issuing (12) 72 Hour Suspensions and (7) Refusals of a Suitable Breath Sample.
This year, between January to July 2021, Samia Police Service have charged (57)
people with Impaired Driving, (43) were alcohol related and (14) were drug related, with
officers issuing (5)72 Hour Suspensions and (7) Refusals of a Suitable Breath Sample.

It

appears the Service is on pace to exceed last year's numbers,

with

a rise

in both

alcohol and drug related offences

Owen Lockhart
Deputy Chief of Police

OLlgd
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Sarnia Police Service
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Motor Vehicle Collisions
January – June Q2 2021
1

© Accident Support Services International Ltd 2021

Q2 2021 / Q2 2020 Jan – Jun Collision Comparison
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Drivers with improper licences: 6
Drivers with suspended licences: 10
Collisions reported on roads that were under repair or construction: Total Incidents: 0
Breathalyzers Administered: Total Incidents: 8

2

Collisions Map
Total Incidents: 444 Total Parties: 717
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3

Collision Locations
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4

Collision Dates
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5

Collision Times
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6

Collision Days
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7

Driver Actions
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8

Driver Conditions
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9

Vehicle Maneuvers
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10

Environmental Conditions
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11

Road Surface Conditions
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Sequence of Events 1
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Total Incidents: 10 | Total Parties: 10
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Collision Date
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Collision Time
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Collision Day
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Specified Driver Actions
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Specified Driver Condition
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Specified Pedestrian 1 Actions
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Specified Pedestrian 1 Conditions
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Classification of Collision
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Collisions Involving Pedestrians
Top Intersections
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Total Incidents: 2 | Total Parties: 2

No Collisions Involving Cyclists in Q1
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Collision Date
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Collision Time
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Collision Day
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Specified Driver Actions
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Specified Driver Condition
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Classification of Collision
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Collisions Involving Cyclists
Top Locations
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Where driver action is one of:- 02 had been drinking, 03 ability impaired, alcohol (over .08) -04 ability impaired, alcohol
-05 ability impaired, drugs
Total Incidents: 13 | Total Parties: 13
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Collision Time
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Collision Day
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Collision Date
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Sequence of Events
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Driver Action
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Driver Condition
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Specified Driver Age
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Classification of Collision
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Collisions Involving Alcohol or Drugs
Top Intersections
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Top Intersections
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Top Intersections with Driver Profile
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